NOTES:
1. ALL DIMENSIONS ARE IN MILLIMETERS UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED.
2. MATERIAL MUST COMPLY WITH BANNED AND RESTRICTED SUBSTANCES SPEC # 10-0131.
3. COPLANARITY APPLIES TO THE EXPOSED HEAT SINK SLUG AS WELL AS THE TERMINALS.
4. WARPAGE SHALL NOT EXCEED 0.10mm.

CRITICAL DIMENSIONS
6. TOLERANCE: X.XX - ±0.10; X.XXX - ±0.05
7. STANDARD NI/PD/AU PLATING STACK UP
   40 microriches Ni minimum
   .8 microriches Pd minimum
   .2 microriches Au minimum
8. PART MEETS RoHS COMPLIANCE
9. ALL DIMENSIONS APPLY TO BOTH LEADED (→) AND PbFREE (↑) PKG. CODES.
10. PACKAGE CODE: G266N-1

—DRAWING NOT TO SCALE—